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something more. He was the most clear-sighted states-
man in Europe. What strikes one most about	. ,
his policy is its defmiteness, and the limitation statesmari-
of his aims to what was practically attainable. shlp*
He never let himself drift. He always knew what he
wanted, and he generally knew how to get it. If he was
not very scrupulous about the means he employed, he
must be judged by the standard of the age in which he
lived, and that standard was not a high one. The skill
displayed in the formation of his plans was not more con-
spicuous than the vigour and rapidity with which they
were executed when the proper moment had arrived.
When he had made up his mind to strike, he struck at
once and with decision. Equally remarkable were the
calmness of his judgment and the power he possessed
of taking an unbiassed survey of any situation in which
he found himself. Not elated with victory, not dis-
heartened by adversity, he knew how to use the one with
moderation and to bear the other with fortitude.
His fortitude was heroic.    It never, except once for a
moment, gave way amid disasters that would have crushed
any .ordinary man.    For years during the latter HIs for.
part of the Seven Years' War he must have titude-
lived in the full conviction that, do what he would, he
could hardly escape destruction.   Yet he went on with
ever-diminishing resources, day after day devising new
expedients,  and  always  showing  a bold front  to  the
enemy.    And he triumphed at last by the sheer force of
his relentless will.
The brilliant military talents for which he was dis-
tinguished late in life are a remarkable proof, on the
one hand, of great mental powers, on the other, His mji£taiy
of energy and determination. Frederick had talents.
no inborn genius for war. His early campaigns were
full of blunders, and owed their success to the excellence

